
Ø Precipitation type is important for characterizing 
precipitation features as well as for understanding 
the dynamics-microphysics coupling and cloud-
convection-precipitation (CCP) coupling processes

Ø A passive MW only (GMI-only) precipitation type 
retrieval is developed by applying the ML/AI 
technique to numerous collocated DPR-GMI 
samples. 6 ML models are tested.

Ø GMI-only prediction achieves 90 – 93% accuracy 
globally. It can predict five types of precipitation 
simultaneously (non-precip, stratiform, 
convective, other and mixed type).

Ø Rank of importance reflects consistencies with 
physical understandings.

Ø The artifact of view-angle dependency of DPR’s 
precipitation flag does not propagate to GMI-only 
retrievals.

Ø GMI-only prediction produces more chances of 
precipitation than DPR, especially for light precip.
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Ku-DPR: “truth”
GMI: training and prediction
Ku/Ka-DPR: future “truth”

Table 1: Features 
for training. Surface 
emissivity (Munchak 
et al., 2020) and 
polarization 
differences (Gong 
and Wu, 2017) are 
hand-engineered 
features.

Figure 2: Original 
collocation data samples 
are dominated by non-
precipitating scenes. Sub-
sampling and 
bootstrapping are applied 
to achieve a re-balanced 
training dataset.

Table 2: Accuracy rate for different categories from Gradient boosting (GB), random 
forest (RF) and convolutional neural network (CNN) models. +/- emis corresponds 
to the controlled and sensitivity experiment for surface emissivity. CNN turns out to 
be insensitive to including/excluding emissivity, while ”other” and “mixed” types 
from GB and RF show trade-offs with/without surface emissivity.

Figure 1: GMI and DPR are always collocated, which 
easily produces a huge training database.

Table 3: List of 15 top-
most important features 
for the prediction, which 
can be used to evaluate 
consistency with 
radiative transfer 
physics, and to explore 
useful information that 
might have been 
underestimated in 
traditional retrieval 
algorithm. 

High-freq channel (> 89 
GHz) TBs and PDs 
consistently rank high 
among all experiments, 
indicating snow/ice cloud 
process is more closely 
tied to precipitation type.

Figure 3: GMI-only 
prediction (b, c & d) 
replicate the DPR truth 
along its swath, and GMI 
covers a much wider 
area and the entire 
squall line storm. 
Further, GMI captures the 
anvil-head precipitation 
(“other”) that DPR is 
unable to see.

Figure 4: View-angle dependency of DPR ”truth” (red) is evident for “non-precip”, “stratiform” and “mixed”. This is due to surface cluttering 
effect. As GMI has fixed view-angle, the DPR artifact didn’t propagate into GMI-only predictions. We can also see GMI-only prediction 
produces consistently more “stratiform”, “convective” and “other” flags (X2, X6 and X6, respectively). 

Figure 5: Geographic distributions (DJF) agree greatly with DPR, but we need 
much less days to produce the statistics using GMI data. GMI-only prediction 
produces many stratiform flags over the Southern Ocean and NH storm tracks. 

Figure 6: Diurnal variation (JJA) of the occurrence 
frequency demonstrates that stratiform precip doesn’t 
follow convective completely in the tropics, while “other” 
type follows convection’s variation, likely because “other” 
type includes most of the anvil precip that GMI is sensitive 
to but DPR misses significantly. 

Interestingly, the largest diurnal cycle amplitude is found 
over the Southern ocean for stratiform precip, and its 
different between austral summer and winter.

Ø Even simple ML models can capture the physics regarding RT in hydrometeors; but deep 
learning ML models (e.g., CNN) seem to be able to learn emissivity signal embedded in 
TBs.

Ø This method can be easily extended to other spaceborne PMWs using collocated PMW-DPR 
data for training, validation and testing. Application to weather-scale is forseeable with 
multiple PMW observations that are all trained against DPR baseline.

Ø What precip does “other” correspond to? Anvil precip? Light precip? We need to use ground 
or collocated CloudSat CPR data for further investigation.

Ø We demonstrated in Fig. 6 that stratiform precip is not just the slave of convections. 
Correct parameterization of ice microphysics in GCMs is also critical.

Ø Merits of high-frequency PD (Table 3) and conical scan (Fig. 4) are evident, which are 
recommendations for future PMW design.
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